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A Retrospection
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professional writing major is still housed (queasily) within the Depart-
ment of English. And unfortunately, professional writing “still suffers
from indignity and neglect within many academic institutions,” as Tom
Kent says in his reflection. This indignity is amplified by the number of
English departments that start a professional writing certificate by adding
an internship to a literature major and by insisting that their hire (notice
the singular) in professional writing have status in literature (or at least
have signed a loyalty oath to the love of it). In other words, English
departments often undermine the disciplinarity of professional writing by
hiring literary folks to teach it. Unfortunately, this form of colonization
continues at many institutions.

For this reason and others, Jim has decided that the English Department
is not a satisfactory home for professional writing. He would rewrite the
argument in our 1993 article to say that professional writing

deserves a distinctive status as a major area within a separate writing program
or department, not in an English department, because in the English depart-
ment, professional writing can never hope to achieve more than second- or
third-class citizenship. It deserves better than that.

Jim’s experiences with professional writing programs in English depart-
ments during the past 13 years—his administrative appointments at Purdue
University and at Case Western Reserve University, his external reviews of
other professional writing programs, and finally, his work during the past
5 years in a separate writing department at Michigan State University—
have convinced him that the best institutional arrangement for a writing
program is to have separate status as a department. The most obvious and
immediate advantage of separate departmental status is that a department
controls the identity of its faculty lines and can make independent argu-
ments for the worth of those lines.

Pat is, as usual, more conservative about professional writing’s decou-
pling from English. Although she agrees that autonomy from English and
perhaps even from rhetoric/composition studies is ideal (as do all those
Association of Teachers of Technical Writing folks who separated from the
Conference on College Composition and Communication), she also knows
that only rich universities have the money to sponsor new departments.
Furthermore, colleges that make professional writing a department without
adding faculty lines will likely ask existing faculty to pick their department.
Purdue University made this move in the 1960s when it decided to divest
itself of as many writing courses as it could to gather resources for its new
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PhD in English (read: literature). Journalism and science writing faculty
moved to the communication department, and business and technical writ-
ing stayed in the English department. (At that time, both the business and
technical writing service courses at Purdue were run by women with liter-
ary or spousal ties to English, and gender politics played a significant role
in the eventual departmental configuration.)

We both agree that autonomy for professional writing is a good idea only
when the new department has sufficient resources, an adequate number of
faculty lines, and solid institutional clout and prestige to stand alone (e.g., its
own graduate program, well-respected senior faculty). Strong support from
upper administration and from other academic units is a sine qua non. Even
if departmental status is attained, life is not always rosy. What Jim discov-
ered at Michigan State is that, even outside of English, an autonomous writ-
ing department still faces territorial battles, challenges to its status and right
to exist, and questions about its scholarly integrity. It also faces teaching
disputes, particularly with communication and journalism departments.
When professional writing operates in a college space outside of English, it
encounters new turf battles with those programs focused on communication
across a variety of media: For example, how does professional writing dif-
ferentiate its teaching of video for Web and training or documenting situa-
tions in a college that has a video concentration inside its communication
department? But we hasten to point out that the challenges occur at the col-
lege rather than departmental level—and that is an improvement.

Institutional Structure and Interdisciplinarity

If we were to rewrite “Remapping Curricular Geography” today, we
would speculate more abstractly about institutional structure and its relation-
ship to research and pedagogy, raising a question about departments in
general, not just about the English department: Is the department a useful
institutional structure at the university? A department might be a necessary
structure for establishing authority over courses and majors (and for control-
ling resources), but we are not so sure that it is useful as a curricular unit
because it seems to impede curricular development more than enable it.

The interests of professional writing are interdisciplinary—and depart-
mental organization works against this. We think about our professional
writing students who wish to specialize in digital media: They need an
understanding of rhetoric and technical communication, audio and video
technology, film studies and narrative structure, economic and policy issues
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regarding media, and graphic design. The typical academic departments or
majors are not flexible enough to support such an array of needs, and the
typical academic governance systems seem, to us, designed mainly to dis-
courage this kind of interdisciplinary profile even though students need it to
prepare them as writers in the digital age. (In usability, e.g., we need to com-
mit to teaching statistics, quantitative methods, and the arguments needed to
combat those methods when we need qualitative work for particular usabil-
ity projects.) We need to be interdisciplinary and develop interdisciplinary
approaches and, at the same time, remember the maps we already have in
our heads and the visions we have for professional communication.

Our 1993 article hinted at this critique of disciplinary structures (i.e., in
Figure 4, p. 411) but did not fully articulate it. We would make the same
point today that we made in 1993: The most interesting places for curricu-
lar action and innovation and for institutional change are in the cracks, the
ambiguous spaces between departments and outside of conventional disci-
plinary departments—a point we attempted to visualize in Figure 4 (see
also Porter, Sullivan, Blythe, Grabill, & Miles, 2000).

Interdisciplinary work is controversial because it threatens the status
of departments, which are typically defenders of disciplinarity. The battle
between disciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches to knowledge is huge
right now at Michigan State University; it is perhaps the main ideological
issue that faculty and administrators struggle with. Overall, the university is
organized according to disciplinary alignments; however, to thrive in the
digital age and in the 21st-century workplace, students need to learn multi-
modal approaches to knowledge. Upper administrators often understand this
need better than departmental faculty do and struggle to promote interdisci-
plinary initiatives (e.g., joint majors, cross-departmental research centers).
But heritage systems and policies (e.g., the tenure and promotion system),
traditional disciplinary loyalties, and methodological fixities work against
such initiatives. Of course the process of traversing or even changing insti-
tutional boundaries is time-consuming, costly, and often frustrating. Does a
particular institution value such work—or would it prefer that its faculty
remain within their departmental homes, doing their work within existing
institutional alignments? Faculty can find themselves in an awkward bind:
On the one hand, they are encouraged to be innovative and interdisciplinary;
on the other, their tenure and promotion decisions are local, based on disci-
plinary criteria. (Doing interdisciplinary work can be especially risky for
untenured faculty.) Professional writing faculty and programs are de facto
situated in the middle of this tension—and that creates stresses on faculty,
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curriculum, and students. There is not much we can do about this tension
really—it goes with the territory—except to understand the sources of the
tension and to try our best to work with it, if not resolve it, at our home insti-
tutions. What is clear to us, though, is that we cannot abandon the interdis-
ciplinary nature of professional writing without damaging what is strongest
about the field.

Professional Writing and/in the Communication
Department or College

One question we would take up in more detail, were we to redo this arti-
cle, concerns the relationship between professional writing and communi-
cation: Should professional writing move closer toward, and perhaps even
merge with, the communication department or college?

Our answer to that is, generally, no. But we are intrigued by the poten-
tial of a possible reconciliation between writing and communication (at a
time roughly 100 years after the organizational split between speech and
writing pre–World War I). If we were to redraw Figure 4 (p. 411), we would
emphasize communication and design more prominently and add at least
one other area (digital media) to the mix. The professional writing curricu-
lum certainly needs to migrate in the direction of digital media, usability
studies, information technology, and human–computer interaction—all
areas that communication studies emphasizes. But we would not want to
see professional writing abandon its roots in composition: In general, com-
munication studies does not sufficiently appreciate writing as a practice,
nor does it sufficiently focus on written production, on pedagogy, on com-
posing process, areas in which rhetoric/composition studies has the most to
contribute.

It is important that professional writing move toward communication
studies, but in doing so, it must be careful to preserve its own distinct iden-
tity in writing and in its humanistic rhetorical approach, and not become a
digital media arts program. Why? Because in blending too much with dig-
ital media, with graphic arts, with communication studies, the distinctive
emphasis on written production and on rhetoric can get lost, and that
emphasis is, or should be, the defining quality of the professional writing
major. We worry sometimes about our colleagues whose pedagogies lose
sight of that emphasis in their enthusiasm to explore how new media tech-
nologies are changing writing.
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Mapping as Methodology

As we look back on our maps of the English department, we are struck
by how useful mapping can be as a methodological tactic. Let’s face it, fac-
ulty have different maps of the world in their heads. What we tried to do in
the article was draw some of those differing maps (Figures 1-3, pp. 393,
397, 405), which highlight faculties’ different priorities, hierarchies, and
classifications. These differences explain a lot of conflict in English depart-
ments. Faculty in the same department can use the same terms (e.g., pro-
fessional writing, creative writing) but disagree with one another because
their mental maps situate those terms in different places and according to
varied hierarchies. Mapping is a useful method for revealing the ideologi-
cal system supporting uses of various terms.

Even within rhetoric/composition studies, we have noticed that different
scholars have different maps of where rhetoric/composition belongs. For
instance, the tension in rhetoric/composition between humanistic and pro-
fessional or technological approaches to writing is perhaps the most signif-
icant difference we see in the field. As we said in 1993, “the suspicion of
technical aims continues to percolate” (p. 399). That is even more true
today. Humanists—inside and outside of rhetoric—continue to distrust
technology development. That ideology, more than anything, might explain
the continuing love–hate relationship between professional writing and
English, and between professional writing and rhetoric/composition.
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